Natural Law Core Foundational Principles of Truth as a Basis for Living
Foundational Basis, Root Causal Factors for Choices, Actions, Behaviors, Living & Being
How we create our overall collective conditions through what we accept into ourselves.
The strength, solidity, integrity, quality & groundedness of actions in Truth, Love, Good, etc.

Less solid of a foundational basis. Less interconnections and correspondences created, less of the big
picture, less right-action engaged in. More areas built in or on top of faulty foundational axioms.
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Truth Level 1: What ‘is’ or has manifested in reality;
what is existing or has existed.
Truth Level 2: The Way of living in Truth, Love, Good, Right,
Morality, Natural Law, True Self, Higher Self, Higher Will, etc.

Foundational understanding
based in Truth, Right, Good, etc.
Foundational understanding
based in falsity, lies, deceptions,
illusions
Secondary layer conceptual blocks,
actions, and ways of living based on
primary core foundational axioms

Axioms and foundational basis for living is less integrated and connected.
More soild and complete understanding of core foundational principles of Truth. More interconnections and correspondences created, seeing more of the big picture, more right-action
engaged in throughout life. Less areas built in or on top of faulty foundational axioms.

Root Causal Factors, Foundational Core Principles
of Truth or Axioms of false belief accepted and bought
into. Secondary conceptual blocks and subjects that
are constructed in negative knowledge axioms will
produce negative wrong-action resulting in more
suffering and harm.

Axioms and foundational basis for living is more integrated and connected.
...

Columns of Conceptual Content Blocks are particular aspects of Truth, a quality amount of conscious
awareness, and is connected with other concept blocks and columns to form a holistic big-picture
understanding.
Secondary concepts are built upon primary foundations. Choices, actions & behaviors that we create
are a result of various accurate or faulty understandings, perceptions, conceptions and navigations in
reality, existence and universe.
The Wisdom of Right-Action in the world, based on understanding Natural Law and embodying it or not.

For example, understanding what has a right to life and
the fruits of it’s labor & property (animals), & what are
violations to it’s rights. The Sacred Feminine nonviolence, do no harm, ahimsa, is a principle of Truth, Love,
Good, Right, etc. that has levels to it’s application &
embodiment according to our own level of
consciousness & spirituality.

Natural Law Core Foundational Principles of Truth as a Basis for Living
3 major aspects to look at:
- base foundation of true or false core units
- secondary units built on top in strength or weakness
- the top of foundation also serves as a zero-marker for identifying
if the secondary unit is built on more or less accurate perceptions
of reality; above or directly into negative knowledge and falsity.

Content 1 & 2 are at the same level & correpond in
understanding to content 3 & 4 which are both lower
in a level of accumulated knowledge, and are also
concepts that are into negative knowledge, meaning
they are erroneous beliefs accepted as truths, founded
upon the more basic core aspects that are false.
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Foundational Basis for Being, living our lives and the way we choose to be.
The Root Causal Factors for the condition of the world: a Foundational Core built on
Principles of Truth or Axioms of false belief accepted and bought into

Hovering over a negative zone means not having directly built into the negative knowledge. The category
of knowledge accumulated in that column or subject is not one founded upon a false foundation or premise.
The blocks that are above the negative knowledge are connected to other parts of accurate knowledge based
in known and accepted foundational principles of Truth. Principles of Truth are being used as the foundation to
support the adjacent block and the choices, actions and behaviors that result from their acceptance. The block
or connected concepts above a negative foundational basis are missing core understandings, pieces of the big
picture, great pattern, yet obtained positive, right, good and true knowledge to create aspects of right-action.
Built into negative knowledge foundation,
actions are rooted in falsity and produce
wrong-action.

Axioms and foundational basis for living is less integrated and connected. Foundation for being.
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Truth Level 1: What ‘is’ or has manifested in reality;
what is existing or has existed.
Truth Level 2: The Way of living in Truth, Love, Good, Right,
Morality, Natural Law, True Self, Higher Self, Higher Will, etc.

Secondary conceptual blocks are made of several secondary
concepts. Some partuclar concepts are founded in a faulty
basis, being constructed over negative knoweldge of the red
blocks.
Secondary level understandings are based on the
foundational core principles. If your additional conceptual
construct and basis of knowledge for understanding
reality is built on top of faulty red blocks that are empty of
Truth, then you either have a structure built on a weak
foundation of understanding in order to support its
conclusion or you have built, not only on top, but into the
negative zone. Building into the negative faulty knowledge
and understandinf of reality we make your constructs
about reality and yourself sub-merged into negative
knowledge to produce negative results of wrong-action.
The overall strength of the foundation for living life and
building secondary understandings is determined by the
refinement, clarity, quality, definition, integration, coherence,
non-contradiction, non-conflict, non-oppositional, accurate,
correct, optimal, right, good or true basis of our core
foundational principle axioms.

Axioms and foundational basis for living is more integrated and connected. Foundation for being.

We ask questions in life on what to do, how to behave, what actions to engage in, and contrarily what not to do.
Right-action produces right results. Wrong-action produces wrong results. Our world is a reflection of the
manifestations of action and behavior each of the individuated units of consciousness choose to generate.
All of our actions to live in the world collect into an aggregate critical mass of behavioral mechanisms and
ways of living. What we accept as true, right and good ways of conducting ourseleves with respect to the
other components in reality, universe and existence is what determins the world and secondary reality that
we actively generate by our behaviors and choices in life.
It’s all based on the core aspects of information and knowledge you have taken in that is represented by
the different colored blocks that make up the foundational basis for living life. We build other understandings
upon these core principle blocks that form our foundation for living . These can be accurate, correct, right,
good and true pieces of data to build your dataset or datapool, the blue blocks. They can also be inaccurate,
incorrect, wrong, bad and false aspects of understanding taken as truth, the red squares. They are baught into
as valid methods of behaving in and thinking about reality, our worldview, and our self-image or concept of
self that we have constructed so far by living amongst the variability, multiplicity and diversity in this universe,
reality and existence .

If we have a faulty foundational basis for living our lives, then we will not be creating a world we want to live in
through our choices, actions and behaviors. We will have accepted and baught into false axioms of belief.
These erroneous beliefs are based on lies, deceptions and illusions. We continue to create results that are not
in alignment, harmony, unity, integration, and cohesion with what is right, good and true, with Universal
Cosmic Spiritual Natural Moral Law. The quality of the information and knowledge we intake will output as
a method of living in the world in degrees, grades and levels of alignment and embodiment with optimal core
foundational principles of truth based in Natural Moral Law. What we input is what we output, and what we
output is what we get back as an aggregate qualitative effect of everyone combined. Cause and effect.
Reaping what is sowed. This is how it works on the mass scale. Each individuated unit is a part of the whole
that is created. As each unit changes, and more units share core foundational principles in common, the greater
the potential for the overal condition of the world to be based on those solid, accurate, correct, right, good and
true foundations. The greater each unit aligns with core foundational principles of Natural Moral Law, the greater
the potential unity and strength of relationships to be built. A commonality in understanding important truths
and values to live by will build that type of future. Those that perpatuate and participate in direct violations of
Natural Moral Law are participating in creating more wrongdoings in the world.

Natural Law Core Foundational Principles of Truth as a Basis for Living
additional images to understand how it works
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Postitive
Knowledge
(true, accurate,
correct, good)

Negative
Knowledge
(false, inaccurate,
incorrect, bad)

Amount of quality knowledge

Conceptual Knowledge Blocks
about a particular aspect of reality.

4

Above zero is knowledge
taken in that is built upon
a solid quality foundation.

2
0
-1
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Columns, subjects, categories, concepts
corresponding on various levels

Below zero is information taken
in that is built upon a faulty,
unsolid foundation, that falls into
& is constructed in negative
knowledge (lies, deceptions, etc.)

Constructed, current Way of Living based
on accepted foundational axioms
A faulty foundational understanding
will produce a faulty output result
in the end. If we fail to embody core
principles of truth, our results will never
be good enough because problems and
effects will maniefst that we don’t want.
We need to let go of attachment to false
beliefs that are used as a foundational
basis for our ego-personality-identity
construct and ways of living.
The values and understanding
of how to live in Natural Law
is correlated with the amount
of truth vs falsity embodied
and acted upon to live and
create that life.

Foundational
Axioms for Living

Lies,
illusions,
deceptions,
falsity,
wrong

Lies, deceptions, manipulations, mind control, illusions &
bullshit, all eat away at our efforts to truly create freedom,
peace, harmony, and prosperity. We need to live from a
solid core foundational basis built upon principles of Truth.

Death-dealing
Murder of
human animals.
Living in a society of
control and violation
of other beings
Acceptance of
master/slave
relationships
Not understanding or living
Natural Law fully enough

Murder of animals
and consumation
of death.
Legitimizing slavery.
Lies,
illusions,
falsity

Eventually, weight of lies and evil wrongdoings
will collapse the house of cards built on flawed
and faulty foundational basis of corrupted
understanding. Even if only 1 core foundational
principle is based in wrong and evil, it’s still 1 thing
that will lead to manifesting a wrong way of living
and continue to perpetuate more suffering.

